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Abstract
In an attemptto integrate social and non-socialbehavior
when designing autonomous agents, we have been
searching for a general modelof social behavior that
could be instantiat_~_ to accountfor a range of social
phenomena.Residing in the bottom-upparadigm, such a
cognitively economicmodelshould be able to describe
heterogeneous,adaptive agents and should scale well to
complexsocial settings. Theordinary, tit-for-tat model
appearsas a perfect candidatesince it is "nice, forgiving
and retaliatory" and it has provenevolutionarilystable.
To allow for variation, heterogeneity and adaptivity
withoutlimiting ourselves to games,wegeneraliT.edthis
modelto include a local, in~vidualistic, rather than
externally imposed,criterion of cooperation/defection,
and to depend on parameters and structures whose
variability wouldshowas heterogeneityat the population
level: each generalized-tit-for-tat agent perceives the
~Ine of a "social" object and regards it as cooperative/
defectiveif it is above/below
a certain threshold.Boththe
cooperativeand defectiveaction involveproductionof the
samesocial object in a quantity givenby a fimctienwhich
is different for cooperationanddefection. Theperception
functions of the agents mayinclude substantial filtering
(or distortion of objectivereality) that further enhances
the model’sgenericity. Theoverall schemeimplies that
the social processis an auto-catalyticone, rather thanone
wherean external agent manipulatesthe player-agentsby
rewarding them according to its og~ motivations.
Instead, the agentsare struggling to maximize
their local
satisfaction, i.e. the "social reward"they receive andto
whichthey themselvesparticipate.
Wehaveused the generulized-tit-for-tat modelto study
phenomenain three exemplarycases. The first is an
abstract "affection problem",whereagents are trying to
maximize the total affection they perceive. We
demonstrate the necessity of generosity and the
advamageof heterogeneous rather than homogeneous
polmlations in terms of both average satisfaction and
resistance to perturbations. Wealso investigate the
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relation betweenenvironmentalor social pertafmtion
and two variants of a blind adaptation mechanism,an
"active" and a "passive"one.
Thesecond case studied is an artificial economywhere
agents are makingexpensesaccording to an individual
need, as well as a social participation mechanism.We
distinguish betweenthree .types of agents accordingto
social participation: rational, aggressive and scrooge
consumers.Theresistance of the artificial economyto
perturbations is foundsatisfactory whenrational agents
are present in high proportions, while the aggressiveand
scroogeagents are show~n
to be the mostmanipulableand
hence most unhappyones.
Thefinal exampleinvolvesa set of produceragents living
in a two-dimensional
grid: each agent is satisfied when
the social product/vity standards in its position do not
differ sis, nificantlyfromits ownpossibilities, otherwise
it
migrates to a neighboring place. Wedemonstratethat
direct aggressivity is necessaryin order to ensurehigh
and uniform satisfaction and that phenomenasuch as
insulationismdo not owetheir existenceto any particular
values of the agents’ parameters but are a result of
intricate interactions betweenheterogeneousagents, or
equivalentlyof selection by a social environment.
Thepowerof the approachmaybe partly attributed to the
presenceof genetic variations/diversity in the agents’
parameterswhichgh, es rise to intricate dynamics,while
in the sametime enhancingsocial autonomy(in the sense
of resistance to l~rturbations). Thecognitive role of
filtering/satisfaction functionsis also briefly discussed.
The same model has been successfully applied to
autonomous
agent control, both at the robot/animatandat
the cellular level (Tzafestas,to appear).
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